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N e c k  B o N e s

I HID OUT in the basement, thumbed through Grandma’s recipe book, 
and waited for the fight to end. Mom’s voice sawed through the basement 
ceiling. Danielle, what is this? Yell mumbled something. Mom jabbed 
back Unh-unh. If it’s in my house, it is my business. I could picture bad 
temper ruining their straightened hair, strands curling in feral spangles, 
hard sweat on their foreheads, polished nails cracking inside smooth 
fists, lipstick embellished snarls. Mom hollered Nobody is playing with 
you, little girl.

Shame on me, but I wished they’d just kill each other and be done 
with it. Shouting thumped against the walls, belligerent and frantic 
as a trapped animal. I refocused on the recipe book. Bizarre cartoons 
complemented Grandma’s recipes. Dapper, cigar-smoking razor-backed 
boars in tuxes strutted margins. Roosters worked cast-iron skillets next to 
the secret ingredients for dirty fried chicken, wings flapping, cockscombs 
slicked. A fat-lipped trout luxuriated in a pot of roiling stock and celery. 
Keep that recipe book close, and you could learn everything about 
bouillabaisse, whipped mashed potatoes with beef gravy, liver and onions, 
headcheese, all that classic, down-home goodness.

Grandma’s precise and pretty handwriting even detailed how to 
debone rabbits and French racks of lamb. Her handwriting was the 
only thing boldly feminine about Grandma, how it curved and swooped 
deceptively. With hands calloused and hard as a gravedigger’s, she swung 
mallets, wielded skewers and knives, hocked motherfuckers and whores at 
anyone who stepped inside her corner store and failed to buy a hot plate 

and show proper respect. Upstairs Mom and Yell volleyed FUCKYOUs 
back and forth. In my head I heard Grandma’s specter hollering 
AWWWW SHUT THE HELL UP!

Grandma could diffuse their fights with a few mean words and a 
good meal. She would tell Mom something like Go shove your fat head 
in the icebox. You might learn some sense. She’d hit Yell with You bad, but 
you ain’t grown—keep on, and I’ll cut you down to a stump, sho’ll will. Then 
she’d lure them into the kitchen and throw leftovers on the stove, greens 
and ham hocks, cornbread, pork chops panfried in bacon grease, neck 
bones.

Every time Mom or Yell parted their lips to hurl another blame, 
Grandma would spoon broth in their mouths, put forks in their fists, and 
tell them to go on and eat before all that good food got cold.

I figured Grandma spiked her food with mood elevators because 
after a small plate or two Mom and Yell’s bickering became secondary 
to slow chewing, lip-smacking, and—eventually—cautious laughter. I 
wished I had Grandma’s moments of matter-of-fact grace, but I had no 
such easy charm.

A door slammed upstairs. Mom wailed, “Avvvveer-ree! Avery! You 
better come get this little girl!” Once Mom and Yell’s fights got physical, 
it was more pro-wrestling than anything serious, grandstanding, figure-
four leg locks, loud, echoing slaps to the chest. If I let one kill the other, 
drown her in a sink, contuse her with a hot comb, it’d be completely my 
fault.

In those days, I was nothing but a trifling sixteen-year-old dork who 
wore the same musty Teenage Mutant Ninja Turtle boxer shorts for days 
in a row and pissed in tea jugs when the bathroom felt too distant. I had 
no business mediating the affairs of grown women.
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I trudged upstairs and found them in the hallway, bullying each 
other in rough kickboxing clenches, hands on throats, nails in hair. At 
least no blouses had ripped; no skirts had flipped up to reveal intimate 
and unsettling seams of satin and lace. One time, I accidently grabbed 
a boob trying to break them up. My hand felt contaminated for days. I 
scrubbed and scrubbed my palm raw, but it still felt soiled.

“I’m right here!” I shouted and forced myself between them, jamming 
the points of my elbows into their chests. Hands whipped overhead like 
hawks, tore out chunks of hair and scalp. Scabs and regrets would harden 
by morning. Mom was the first to relent. She stepped back, put her hands 
on her knees, spoke slowly.

“Avery, you need to get this know-nothing bitch out of my house.” 
She straightened up, gulped a breath.

Sincere worry broke across her face. “I’ll kill her. Swear I will.”
I nodded, turned to Yell like a tough guy, deepened my voice, and 

told her, “Yell. You need to leave.”
 Yell folded her arms and said, “No.”
So I pleaded, “Please just leave.”
She razed me with a hateful glare. “And who the fuck are you?”
“Yell—” 
“—Avery, I said no. And if you touch me—”
 I snatched her shoulders and pushed hard. She was bird-boned yet 

surprisingly heavy, as if her resentments had condensed, become rocks 
in her belly. She cussed me the whole way out the door—you pussy, you 
punk, you bitch—the gravel in her breath scraping my face. On the porch 
she pouted and asked me, very seriously, “When are you gonna get off 
the titty?”

Yell had it in her head that I was the favorite, but that just wasn’t 
true. Mom considered me a lazy fool, and I considered her a bully—we 

just never got to swinging about it. Foul words fumed in my chest like 
noxious gas, but I couldn’t call Yell anything nasty. Didn’t want to spit 
diesel on the flame. “Forget you,” was the best I had.

She told me to gobble a fat dick and skulked off down the block to 
shake fifth graders for lunch money and hitch rides with bad dudes—
whatever it is grimy girls do.

Mom was inside using an antique hand mirror to try and get a good 
look at the fresh, raw bald spots on the back of her head. She cut me a 
worried glance and asked, “It doesn’t look bad, now does it?” Her bald 
spots were red and shameful, but I told her what she wanted to hear. 

IT WAS jUST Mom and me later that night, eating freezer-burned 
TV dinners in separate rooms. That processed mush was no better 
than charbroiled socks smothered in onion gravy. Mom couldn’t cook. 
I suspected she never liked to anyway. Even when Dad was around she 
oversalted meat, overlooked tiny bones. She always burned the butter.

That TV dinner was unsatisfying, left me wanting real food. I looked 
inside the refrigerator, found nothing promising, lunchmeat slimy like 
the skin of some sightless, cave-dwelling creature, squishy red potatoes 
shaped like grubby feet, toes and all.

 Saltines and tomato soup, bricks of ramen lined the cupboards. I 
settled on a stale Hostess cupcake hidden behind the microwave. I ate 
half of it and flipped through Grandma’s recipe book.

 I wanted mounds of salmon croquettes and dirty fried corn, hunks 
of fork-tender pot roast with crisp rinds. I stopped at Grandma’s recipe 
for goat stew, struck by the cartoon, a witless lamb, roller skates on his 
hooves, careening into an incinerator’s mouth, flame and smoke spewing. 
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I only had that stew once, and truth be told, the goat brought for the 
slaughter wasn’t that carefree.

 
TETHERED TO A post out back of the corner store, the goat 

was shaking, bleating, and shitting all over the asphalt. Grandma and 
Granddad were debating on the best means of quickly and efficiently 
killing it

Grandma flipped a wickedly sharp knife and said, “You slit his 
throat. Nothing fancy. Nothing to it.”

Granddad loaded his revolver, spun the cylinder—TAT-TAT-TAT—
slapped it closed, and then tapped the barrel on that goat’s head. “N’all. 
You blow his brains out—what’s quicker than that?”

“And ruin the meat? You crazy as Hell, just want to make a mess. See 
here,” she picked up a loose, red brick, “might as well clap him with this.”

This was nothing but fun to Grandma and Granddad. They were 
transplants from the country, scrabbling through the city. If they wanted 
greens, they’d grow them. If they wanted goat, they’d kill it—simple as 
that.

Granddad pointed his revolver at the goat and asked me, “Boy, what 
do you think?”

I was nine, and my underdeveloped brain couldn’t decode this 
complex multiple choice question:

HOW DO YOU SLAUGHTER A GOAT?
A. Knife B. Gun C. Brick

 “Well, boy,” Grandma said, “which is it?” Her teeth and the paring 
knife flashed in tandem. I crushed moths and water bugs beneath my 
sneakers, but I hadn’t worked up to this level of necessary violence, hadn’t 
killed anything with skin and a heartbeat. I put my hands up and shook 
my head.

Granddad twirled his revolver and said, “C’mon, boy, let me lay him 
on out real smooth. In fact, I’ll let you pull the trigger—how you like the 
sound of that?”

I didn’t like the sound of that at all. My bladder was suddenly hard 
and heavy.

Grandma objected to Granddad’s fast play and hollered, “N’all!” She 
flipped her knife up in the air, caught it, and pointed at me, “If you want 
to see it done right, you’ll choose this knife. Ain’t two ways about it.”

“You’ll choose this gun, if you know what’s what,” Granddad said.
“This boy don’t know his ass from a hole in the ground,” Grandma 

said.
They sniped at each other like that for a few minutes. Then Grandma 

grabbed the brick and raised it overhead. The goat bleated and trotted 
in a slow, frantic circle, succeeding only in wrapping himself around the 
pole, no escaping this back lot butcher shop. The reaper had come for 
him in a faded sundress and slippers. “Let me get him done.” 

Grandma brought the brick down. Hit the goat once, twice—
WHOP! WHOP!—clapped him easy. His skull cracked and syrupy blood 
oozed from the wound.

Grandma smiled with carnal satisfaction. “There,” she said. “Nothing 
to it. Can’t make a meal without a little blood on the floor.” Granddad 
took Grandma’s knife, got a length of rope and field dressed the goat 
right there. He slit the goat from the rooter to the tooter, hung him from 
the limbs of a strong apple tree.  Blood pooled on the asphalt.
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Stunned silent, I placed both hands over my crotch and hung my 
head. Grandma smacked my shoulder and told me, “Watch. You better 
learn.”

Granddad tore out the goat’s guts, easy. He pitched the heart, liver, 
and kidneys into the alley. Cats gathered and ate, lapped viscera off the 
cobblestones. Granddad said, “Might as well let them have their fill. 
They don’t get this often.”

Seeing the goat shiver and bleed had soured my appetite but didn’t 
bother my folks any. After the goat was butchered, processed, and stewed, 
Mom and Yell came over for dinner. They sat down at the table, draped 
paper napkins over their laps, dug right in. Not one nasty word was 
spoken over that meal.

After Grandma and Granddad died, we no longer enjoyed that kind 
of peace.

 OF COURSE MOM and Yell wouldn’t reconcile over stale cupcakes 
and gross TV dinners. I couldn’t kill a goat, but I could cook a meal, sauté 
and roast soup bones, make a new covenant at the dinner table.

Determining the exact duration of petty grudges between Mom and 
Yell was a mystical art. I referenced star charts and lunar revolutions and 
concluded Yell would come back home in three days, enough time for 
me to gather equipment and ingredients, devise a tantalizing meal that’d 
make Satan spitshine his horns and take supper with the Holy Ghost. I 
skimmed the recipe book and settled on St. Louis’s Best Pork Tenderloin 
for the main course. Only an idiot with two left hands could fuck that up.

First I needed good cooking instruments. Our everyday utensils 
were ruined, fork tines snapped, serving spoons battered, butter knives 
that couldn’t cut butter. I imagined the quality silverware and single set 

of china we never used were hidden under Mom’s bed, guarded by rat 
traps. So I went downstairs and searched boxes inside Grandma and 
Granddad’s old room, careful not to disturb the gloom.

Boxes and boxes of junk crowded that space, as if summoned by 
a revenant pain that preferred to hide, fester, and grow in potency. A 
fat, green spider dangled overhead while I rummaged through rusted 
wrenches and screws, empty tobacco tins, glossy doo-wop wigs that 
reeked of Grandma’s sweat—goddamn—smelled just like her, that bitter 
tang of constant toil.  

Before long I found graters and tongs and scoops and sharp, sharp 
knives. Blades glowed softly in the midday light. I’d written a report on 
japanese culture for school once, and holding those utensils, Grandma’s 
most trusted tools, I was reminded of Tsukumogami—household 
objects that attain life after a hundred years and become tricksters who 
waste sentience on nasty pranks or worse.

I couldn’t tell if my hands were trembling or if it was the knives 
themselves, plotting to slip and slice my fingers. I got the hell out of 
there before that revenant pain could spend any more time touching my 
thoughts, making me weird.

Clattering down the hall, I was afraid Mom would find me out, but 
she was too busy tossing Yell’s room, scrutinizing Polaroid pictures with 
a sleuth’s roving eye, popping heart-shaped locks off those old middle-
school diaries, pitching thongs and short-shorts in a trash bag as HOWs 
and WHYs conspired in her head and offered this flat, confounding 
equation:
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She muttered and calculated, but none of it added up to her. I moved 
on quickly, not wanting to see the calculus she had on me.

Next I shopped for ingredients at the small, Arab-owned grocery 
store. The place smelled gamey and metallic. I shuffled through aisles 
of canned meat and passed a circle of Morlocks guzzling Kool-Aid 
Bursts and smacking bruised lips. Inside the butcher’s display case 
liver and Braunschweiger sweated clear goop, honeycomb tripe flared 
translucent ridges. Chicken gizzards gleamed dark ruby.

The butcher thumped a mallet on the counter and asked me, “What 
you like?”

I was feeling ambitious, so I ordered the pork tenderloin, the 
gizzards, and one gauzy sheath of tripe. He wrapped up the meat and 
asked me, “You cook?”

“Trying to,” I told him.
He nodded gravely then pointed at a bright red bucket of chitlins 

sitting in crushed ice. “You cook this?”
Grandma, Mom, and Yell used to cook chitlins for Thanksgivings. 

All I could think of was their quiet teamwork, Grandma scrubbing the 
stuff against a washboard, Yell rinsing it in cold water, Mom wearing 
plastic gloves and a surgical mask, holding the pale strands of flesh up 
to the light and pinching off any mysterious, dark flecks with a pair of 
tweezers, that barnyard funk when it got to boiling and rolling, looking 
like swamp snakes dueling in the broth. Believe it or not, it wasn’t so bad 
served with hot sauce, mustard, fresh onion, and potato salad—melted in 
your mouth.

So I told him, “Sure, I can handle them.”
I eyed up a pyramid of canned greens on my way out, but figured I 

would do better scrounging through what was left of Grandma’s garden. 

After hiding my goods in the basement deep freezer back at home, I 
grabbed a pair of shears and set out for the ruins.

AFTER GRANDDAD GOT whopped by that stroke and couldn’t 
work anymore, Grandma thought she could revive his body and spirit 
with a testament to hard labor. During that summer of agony and woe, 
me, Grandma, and a sturdy team of men remolded the abnandoned lot 
behind the corner store into a lush garden.

It flourished for a while—it did—fat tomatoes and waxy bell peppers, 
all the flowers you could ever want. There were even designs on a peach 
tree, but we’d never see it. Try as we might, no miracles took root in that 
rocky soil. God’s right hand closed over Granddad, crumpled him up like 
paper. Six months after he passed, God’s left hand closed over Grandma, 
smothering the fire in her breast, reducing that lick of bright flame she 
called a tongue to a crackle inside my head.

Nobody knew what to do with the junk left behind, those barrel 
drum smokers, buckets of salt, and sacks of weevil-infested flour. Nobody 
knew the blood magic behind snoot sandwiches, or how to sew a life out 
of throwaway parts. So the corner store sat sagging and stagnant.

I had been avoiding that block where the corner store stood. I 
wouldn’t even turn down that street. I couldn’t. I don’t know why. I don’t 
know what I expected to see there, a crater, a black hole. I expected to 
find anything except for volunteers tending Grandma’s garden.

A colorful sign that read BACON STREET COMMUNITY 
GARDEN had been erected in front of Grandma’s rose arch. Grandma 
had wanted that rose arch to represent her children and grandchildren, 
each blossom a pulse. She would’ve gutted any fool staking claim to 
what she had built. Even though those volunteers willed spinach and 
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hot peppers out of scarred earth, nurtured celosia into lashes of flame, I 
couldn’t stop believing Grandma and Granddad’s half-buried corpses fed 
that soil, phantasms sundered from flesh, thick roots gripping rib cages, 
pelvic bones. I couldn’t stop seeing phlox surging out of their skulls, 
blooms studding eye sockets and gaps between coffee-stained teeth.

As I approached the garden, a white lady in a floppy wicker hat 
waved a trowel overhead and lectured a group of bored little kids. Little 
boys dueled with copper pipes or dozed, hugging shovels taller than them. 
Little girls compared and catalogued braid styles, whacked each other 
with slap bracelets, giggled madly. The lady croaked louder, thrusting her 
trowel, trying to intimidate and tame. Nobody listened.

I snuck to the back row of the garden where raised beds of collard 
greens grew. A rich vegetal musk rose as I snipped their stems and 
chlorophyll ran cool across my palms, highlighting life and love lines.

The lady approached and said, “Excuse me.” She pulled that floppy 
hat tighter over her knobby head.

“Exactly what are you doing?”
The little kids awwwwww’d and whooped like sirens. At least they’d 

have entertainment.
I played it slick, kept gathering, and said, “Nothing at all. just picking 

greens for dinner.”
 “I’m sorry, but you can’t do that.” She wrinkled her nose as if I 

stank—I probably did. That bone-deep summer heat and handling 
pounds of rank offal did me no favors. “This is a community garden. 
Anyone is more than welcome to the harvest if they put in their fair 
share, but I’m not sure I’ve ever seen you.” She shook her head gently and 
tried to offer a pitying frown, but it crinkled into a tired scowl.

So I told her my name and where I lived and about Grandma and 
Granddad and a bunch of stuff about the corner store.

Her scowl flipped into the type of smile that cracks under pressure. 
“How nice!” She eased the Ziploc bag of greens out of my hands and 
sidled herself between me and the garden. “Let’s make a deal: why don’t 
you come back on Friday in clothes you don’t mind getting a little dirty? 
We have plenty of alfalfa and cardoon to plant. It would be wonderful 
having a man who knows his way around this land.”

I wanted to tell her the crop of greens I harvested were probably 
ones I had planted, grown wild and strong, and there was a red brick 
etched with my full name and birthdate somewhere near the alley, and I 
wanted to tell her about the fearsome growl of a chainsaw as it revved in 
my sweaty grip, the scream and whine of dead limbs, wood pulp in my 
eyes, and about how dull hatchets bust against tough tree stumps, and 
about the scars on my hands and knees, bleeding all over brambles.

I wanted to tell her about Grandma’s hair, white and thin as milk-
pod fluff, how she shriveled and sagged like rotten fruit, moaned and saw 
ghosts on her deathbed. I wanted to tell her I knew nothing about botany, 
but a drop of warm blood could feed spring blossoms through winters 
and winters and winters—goddamn—I wanted to tell her don’t play with 
my intelligence. I wanted to tell her to get the fuck out my face. But I 
didn’t know her like that. So I just shrugged.

The lady nodded approval. Those little kids sniggered, pointed at 
me. I loped away with my head hung low. I schemed. No barbwire fences 
protected the garden. No motes, no guard towers. I would come back 
at night, infiltrate Bacon Street Community Garden, take what was 
rightfully mine.

THE MOON HUNG overhead, slight and yellow. Heat lightning 
sizzled inside streetlights. Moths wobbled drunkenly through swampy 
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air, collecting what nectar they could. Residual heat pumped off the 
concrete and steamed the soles of my ratty sneakers as I stalked inside 
the community garden, fearing a gruff voice would holler FREEZE! I’d 
spend the rest of that night in a cell with a deadly felon asking me What 
you in for, lil ’ homie? And I’d have to tell him Rutabagas. I stole rutabagas 
and collard greens. Dude would be like Oh, for real? Nigga, you cold-blooded.

I collected greens as dumb-ass rabbits darted underfoot, their furry 
rumps bounding across the garden. They romped with acrobatic grace 
then suddenly stopped and flattened out in the grass. The shadows 
loosed a stray dog, clawed feet beating, kicking up clods of dust. Those 
dumb rabbits juked and jived, scattered over a hill and vanished. That 
fool dog lunged after them, his long, red tongue flying like a war banner.

I yanked up a few beets, just to be ornery, and before leaving I searched 
for that brick with my name on it, wondering if it might contain a critical 
piece of my backbone. I picked through rubble and wiped away dust with 
my T-shirt, but found nothing. A high-pitched shriek sliced the viscous 
night. I caught a tang of iron on the stale, oily breeze. I scattered too, not 
wanting to be the next kill.

 
MY LUNAR CHARTS proved correct. Yell was back in her room when 
I returned home with a fistful of greens and soil. I could hear her spitting 
mean whispers into the cordless phone. I snuck across the floorboards, 
squatted in front of her door, and spied on her through the key hole. 
She ate those slimy flaps of turkey meat and chalky saltines. Between 
bites, she nodded her head and said Right. If you ain’t feeding me, fucking 
me, funding me, what good is you? Nah—I can’t tell her that. I can’t tell her 
nothing. Right.

THE NExT NIGHT I set out the good linen tablecloth. It rolled like 
a sea of cream in soft candlelight. Polished forks and plates and glasses 
floated atop lavish, milky waves. Daylight from the window drained 
and my shadow began to loom monstrous against the kitchen wall. I 
toiled over the stove, scanned Grandma’s note cards for methods of 
damage control. I read Grandma’s recipes thrice, followed them to the 
exact letter—I did, I swear I did— but the greens were brown, and the 
cornbread stony, and that tripe still looked hideous—like tripe—and the 
gizzards were hard as plum pits.

And then there were those chitlins.
Those awful, goddamned, evil-assed chitlins. I scrubbed and washed 

and rinsed, scrubbed and washed and rinsed, but once they started 
boiling, it stank like donkey-butt soup. So much worse than barnyard 
funk. Only an exorcism can rid a house of that stink.

I had confused desire with ability. Grandma’s cooking was a dark 
and necessary form of alchemy. Her blood thickened the gravy. Her fat 
fried the fish. She ground her bones to flour, rolled biscuits with her 
marrow. Grandma’s devotion was ascetic. How foolish could I be, trying 
to conjure her miracles in one manic night?

Frantic, I tried lifting the pot of chitlins off the burner with bare 
hands, blistered my palms, dropped it back in place. I was yowling when 
Mom tromped in with a rag over her nose. Yell followed a hot minute 
later. My failure had summoned them like a bell.

Mom and Yell were stunned by that foul odor. Once they made eye 
contact, their stances widened automatically. Nothing had been settled. 
Yell tied her hair into a tight ponytail, plucked out her earrings. Mom 
clenched her jaw, kicked off her flats. My body coiled, readied to spring 
between them. But that reek smothered all will to fight.
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“Avery,” Mom said, “what in the world is that stink?”
Yell grimaced and asked, “What died?”
I stammered the answer. “Chitlins.”
Mom and Yell shook their heads, eyes dazzling with grim wonder. 

They lifted lids and adjusted burners, studying that food cautiously. Mom 
came to a hypothesis first, “Avery, please don’t tell me you called yourself 
cooking dinner.”

Yell smirked and said, “Oh my God. Boy, you could at least open a 
window.” She rolled her eyes and relaxed. “That funk is making my hair 
frizz.”

Mom broke a mean smile and said, “That stink is peeling my nail 
polish.”

The oven timer beeped and Yell said, “Don’t worry, y’all—I’ll get this 
one.” She couldn’t hide her glee as she whipped on oven mitts and pulled 
out that pork tenderloin. It smoked and looked more like the mummified 
shank of a forgotten king than the Best of Anything.

Yell guffawed, and Mom said, “Oh Lord, please help us.”
Mom and Yell chewed and spat out the greens, crushed cornbread 

in fists, told jokes: Who taught him to cook, Wolfgang Yuck? Boy, you’re bout 
the only one who’d get f ired from a soup kitchen. Shoot, a bum couldn’t eat 
this—that’s cruel and unusual. Now, does this count as an act of terrorism? We 
don’t need feds kicking down the door. Won’t somebody please open a window? 
I am so serious—the damn drapes are burning. Their contempt and mean 
jokes were good as cleavers against my throat. You can’t make a meal or 
reconcile a feud without a little blood on the floor.

I snatched the oven mitts from Yell, hefted that pot of chitlins 
overhead, trudged out to the alley, and pitched them all over the 
cobblestones.

Pigeons fell out of the sky like rocks and cats slinked between chain-
link fences. They fought over the best cuts, feasted on that mess. Looking 
over at the kitchen window, I could see Mom and Yell laughing their 
heads off, snapping tongs at each other, giddy as fifth-grade girls. I was 
mad enough to cry. But I knew they didn’t enjoy this sisterhood often. 
Might as well let them have their fill.
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